Experimental versus evaluation unit and multiplicity problem in cell biology study.
Yizraeli and Weihs, Cell Biochem Biophys, 61: 605-618, 2011 evaluated the effect of electrical treatment on proliferative metabolic-activity of three experimental cell conditions. They reported, that the "...three independent experiments were done in triplicate (three samples in parallel, O.V.) for each condition...", in three time-points. Therefore, I suggest, that any three samples in parallel (triplicate) in the same experiment shared more similar environmental conditions compared to any three samples (no triplicate) from three different independent experiments. Moreover, the absence of basic statistical information in the manuscript of Yizraeli and Weihs (2011) might be associated with hidden common statistical errors: (a) implicit pseudoreplication due to incorrect determination of the experimental and evaluation units and (b) simultaneous inference without correction of p-values due to ignoring the overall type I error rate.